
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: 1 Corinthians 4:1-13: Some Notes 

Paul sees the Corinthians as artificially puffing up their leaders where the leaders 

themselves were humble: servant leaders.  It is interesting what qualities Paul highlights as 

true leadership qualities: reliability and knowledge.  He emphasises that judging leaders, 

indeed judgement generally, is for God.  Interestingly, although rebuking the Corinthians, he 

speaks much of the time not of You and Me, but of Us.  It was fascinating in youth group 

days to see who were the “natural” leaders: the young people that the other young people 

respected and followed.  Self-confidence tended to count for more than humility; but 

reliability was certainly important.  It wasn’t always big and loud that counted: some of the 

girls could keep the boys on the straight and narrow.   Some of the most effective leaders 

didn’t actually talk much; but the little that they said made sense. 

Humility was not high on the list of Greek virtues.  How would you define humility?  It 

obviously isn’t thrusting yourself forward; but it isn’t creeping. 

Paul seems on the verge of feeling sorry for himself; but he knew what a travelling ministry 

without plentiful funds meant.   A necessary day’s journey could be 22 miles.  (I’ve only 

twice done that in a day.)  Unless he did some tent making, and got paid for it, he might not 

be able to pay for B & B; and if he had to do a paid job before starting out, he might not 

make it to the next stopping point before nightfall – having to sleep rough.  You can see why 

he felt more like the captive at the end of the Roman triumphal procession, than the 

mounted general at the head of the procession.  Imagine St George’s welcoming a visiting 

preacher who had walked over night from Tonbridge. 

I like Paul’s emphasis on acknowledging and using gifts, rather than being puffed up at what 

you can do. 

The not judging leaders thing is not all that simple for today’s churches.  Yes, God is 

ultimately in charge, but the church which never questions, or even challenges, its leaders 

can get into big trouble.    


